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Figure 1 Planting potato seedlings from HPS 

Introduction 
Solynta, a hybrid potato seed breeding company, and its university partners are here because potato 

production in Ethiopia has lower yields compared to other African countries with similar conditions. This 

results in a higher potential for the growth of the sector. Furthermore, food security is a serious issue in 

Ethiopia and it is believed that hybrid potato seeds could have a positive impact.  

This half-day workshop has been initiated by 2 researchers from Wageningen University and Research 

(WUR) and Utrecht University (UU), in cooperation with ENTAG/BENEFIT Partnership, the WUR project 

office in Ethiopia. AgriProFocus Ethiopia assisted with facilitation. 

Workshop objectives 
The objectives of this workshop were:  

• To investigate the sector and understand sector challenges (through value chain analysis) 

• To investigate the potential for the hybrid potato seed innovation in the sector  
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Joint potato value chain analysis  
Prior to the start of the workshop, a preliminary version of the Ethiopian potato value chain had been put 

on the wall, for review and correction by participants. See the picture below. 

 

Figure 2 Preliminary value chain at the start of the workshop.  

In blue, value chain actors are represented. The red arrows represent product flows. The ‘state of the potato’ (i.e. mini-tuber, 
seed-tuber, ware potato) is in yellow, while service providers/supporting actors are in green. Light grey represents the enabling 

environment. 

Participants identified different actors/service providers/enabling environment to be added:  

• Ministry of Agriculture, Regional Bureaus of Agriculture and Extension Services  

• Universities (e.g. Mekelle, Haramaya): capacity building and research mainly in beginning of chain 

• Seed certification authority: plays an important supportive regulatory role 

• Bi- and multi-lateral projects (e.g. ISSD and CIP) 

• Seed policies: enabling environment. 

Defining ‘seed potato/tuber’ – participants agreed on the following definitions: 

• Seed potato = tubers grown specifically to be used as seeds 

• Ware potato = tubers produced for ware potatoes, a small portion of which is saved to be used 

as seed in the following season  
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Other comments/remarks from plenary discussion: 

• The biggest part (90%) of potato production originates from farmer saved seeds (up to 5th-7th 

generation at least). The chain on the wall – with seeds coming from the research center – is 

believed to account for only about 10% of the potato production.  

• NGOs make the price of seed potato very high, making them nor directly accessible for farmers. 

There are few cooperatives producing seed potato and a big part of it is sold – for high prices – to 

NGOs, who then supply them for free to the farmers, resulting in market disturbance. 

• There are commercial tissue laboratories e.g. in Mekelle. They are linked to NGOs who link them 

to seed cooperatives in the form of mini-tuber supply.  

• The mini-tuber provision is also done by research institutes (especially Holetta Research Centre), 

developed from starting material provided by a tissue culture laboratory. 

• There are also potato seed cooperatives that have the capacity to produce mini-tubers on their 

own. They have DLS storage and also greenhouse for multiplication of mini-tubers. Also ENTAG-

supported private individuals who produce mini-tubers exist as well as certified cooperatives. 

• Private labs and companies are also producing mini-tubers. Some strong cooperatives also have 

technical capacity to produce mini-tubers. Some small local seed potato companies are also 

starting to do so. 

• There is a two-way connection between research centers and tissue   culture labs. 

Challenges: 

• Storage is a main issue resulting in lower prices just after harvesting. 

• Diseases at different levels affect the chain e.g. late blight (especially in the rainy season) and 

bacterial wilt for seed potatoes 

• Most farmers only produce in the rainy season because of scarcity of irrigation systems 

• Marketing challenges: there are little opportunities to wait for better prices.  

• Another issue is that of seed quality, with potato growers using local farm saved seeds  

• In some areas, having a market for seeds is a challenge (e.g. Jeldu), while, in other areas, having 

access to seeds is a challenge (e.g. Arsi) 

• Unions should be listed under the challenges because they don’t always behave properly: 

sometimes they mix seeds, disturbing the quality control process to try making profits.  

• For cooperatives/unions it can be difficult to manage potato seeds (compared to e.g. grains).  

• There is no established market for potato value chain, but the production is still very high.  

• Brokers can sometimes act as exploiters, earning 5-10 times what farmers earn.  

• There is a mismatch between local consumption preferences (market preferences) and varieties 

promoted by donors 

• Cooperatives don’t have very good infrastructure, they need cold-rooms. Moreover, cooperatives 

don’t have enough land, the rent is high etc.. there need to be more support 

• NGOs can cause market disturbance by paying higher prices 

• Access to (market) information is a challenge for smallholders 
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Figure 3 Final version of the potato value chain. 

 In blue, value chain actors are represented. The red arrows represent product flows. The ‘state of the potato’ (i.e. mini-tuber, 
seed-tuber, ware potato) is in yellow, while service providers/supporting actors are in green. Light grey represents the enabling 
environment. Identified challenges are reported in pink sticky notes. Light blue sticky notes represent new actors. Yellow sticky 

notes were used for general remarks and notes. 
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The potential for hybrid potato seeds 

Introduction to hybrid potato seeds 
Traditionally potatoes are reproduced vegetatively which means that a new plant grows from a fragment 

of the parent plant, in the case of potatoes from seed-tubers. In developed countries these seed-tubers 

are produced by specialized growers, whereas in developing countries farmers often use a portion of last 

year’s harvest. In comparison with these conventional practices, Solynta’s hybrid potato seeds can be 

considered innovative in two ways: (1) the usage of true potato seeds and (2) hybrid potato breeding. 

Some of the benefits of both aspects are shown in table 1.     

Table 1 Twofold potential benefits of hybrid potato seeds 

Hybrid potato seeds 

True seeds 

Clean: no contamination with pathogens 

Efficient logistics: transport, storage 

Fast multiplication: thousands of seeds per plant 

Starting material: 25 grams instead of 2.5 tonnes 

New variety introduction: 3 instead of 12 years 

Hybrid breeding 

Selective: combine favourable traits from parents 

Goal directed: higher yields and quality 

Stress resistant: adapted to different climates 

Disease resistant: less pesticides and herbicides 

Predictable: efficient introduction 

 

 

Figure 4 Potato seedling from HPS after 5 weeks 

For more information see the website (http://solynta.com/)  or explanatory YouTube video’s      

(introduction https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAyx0hh2C0I, in-depth https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY-9JnqC9OA )  

http://solynta.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TAyx0hh2C0I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY-9JnqC9OA
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Question and Answer Section 

Q: You say the seed is not GMO – how can you prove it? 

A: The production process is only looking at the DNA of the potatoes, create a hybrid variety. They don’t 

create a GMO in the lab. The company is not interested to risk their business by going GMO because they 

have invested a lot in this. In the Netherlands there is a regulatory body for potatoes and horticulture, 

now the horticulture regulatory body is controlling this process, certifying the absence of GMO. 

 

Q: Question on the variety its self: are there tests comparing this with local varieties? 

A: Not yet in Ethiopia, but there are in other African countries, with promising results 

 

Q: How many cycles can the farmer use the seed?  

A: There is no precise number, yields will decrease at a regular rate (comparable to ‘regular’ seed-

potatoes), so of course it would be better to get new seeds every few seasons. Also, after 3-4 cycles there 

will probably be an improvement in varieties anyways, so it will be convenient to get new seed. 

 

Panel discussion about the introduction of hybrid potato seeds in Ethiopia 
Participants were randomly divided in 3 groups and were asked to put on different hats: those of 

cooperatives (farmer coop), commercial farmers (large scale) and smallholder farmers. They were given a 

list of 5 questions to be answered in around half an hour. After that, every group presented its answers 

and comments were given by other participants. A summary of the session is given below. 

Q 1: How would you use HPS in your business model (e.g. as true seeds, seedlings, seed-tubers etc.)? 

- Seedlings or true seeds, when skills allow to grow directly from them. Smallholder farmers 

would probably prefer tubers but are also open to the possibility of using seedlings. 

Q 2: To which extent do you think HPS would be advantageous compared to your current practices? 

- Better planting material (new, healthier, tastier) 

- No storage needed if you work with seeds, makes you more flexible (you’re not obliged to 

plant at a certain time because tubers are not good anymore) 

- Disease resistant varieties (therefore less need for protection products, more energy and time 

to dedicate to work on best practices, marketing etc.) 

- Less costs related to logistics, easier to reach different areas 

- All of these will lead to increased profitability! 

Q 3: How easy would it be to work with HPS? 

- Relative: depends on the capacity of the farmers themselves. Technically, it won’t be so easy: 

if you have to use true seeds, you will need high technical skills. Otherwise, someone will have 

to provide smallholders with seedlings or tubers. Switching from tubers to seedlings is doable, 

but it takes time to change the culture towards that. If it’s advantageous, it can be adopted, 
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but not as fast as it happened with tomatoes, it will need more time. Also, extension services 

are used to tubers: changing their minds to seedlings will not be immediate, they are 

conservative people. A mentality change is needed: from an agricultural crop you could go to 

a horticultural crop. Unless you would continue keeping farm saved seeds: in such case you 

would remain in agricultural. 

Q 4: How do you think the attitude in your network would be towards HPS? 

- From skeptical to enthusiastic, it depends on who you’re selling to. Maybe processors will be 

easier to convince, but producers and consumers might be skeptical. It is difficult to get 

something pushed to the market, it needs to be driven.  

Q 5: Which changes are needed in the sector in order to implement HPS in Ethiopia? 

- Rules and regulation for registration of new varieties, different protocols to make it faster and 

easier implemented  

- Infrastructure changes: you will need facilities (e.g. irrigation, storage) 

- Increased involvement of research centers 

- Strategy changes 

- There is a need to establish different seed supply system for HPS, different business models 

in general. In the lowlands, with tomatoes, it already started. For potatoes, which are in the 

highland, it’s different to accept it. If you think to the regular adoption curve, the “tail” (from 

introduction to diffused adoption) will be much more longer than, for example, in tomatoes  

 

Figure 5 One of the participants presenting the outcomes 
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Wrap-up 
As a final step, participants were asked to indicate which of the previously identifies challenges they think 

can be solved introducing HPS technology in Ethiopia, or what would need to change.  

• Lack of awareness & investment in new varieties. For this to happen the role of research 

institutions will change. (And the role of the tissue cultures will change).   

• With policy we need to create an enabling environment: policies will probably have to change.  

• Access to quality seed seems to be something that will be overcome with introduction of the 

innovation.  

• Issue of storage facilities and diseases related issues seem to be addressable by this new 

technology.  

• The innovation could address problems related to weather to the need for pesticides.  

• Nothing will change with the broker power issues, and the fact that farmers are price takers.  

• Investment policies can have a role in introducing the technology.  

• Good quality material for planting will benefit the whole chain.  

Closing 
The organizers of the workshop would like to thank each of the participants for adding more detail to our 

picture of the chain. We hoped the workshop was also helpful for you and for a further development of 

the sector. We would also like to thank the AgriProFocus team for their support in setting up the workshop 

and ENTAG for hosting us in their office. 

Our contacts: 
For more information, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Susanna Cocchini (Utrecht University)  s.cocchini@students.uu.nl  

Luuk Braam (Wageningen University)  luuk.braam@wur.nl  

Gertjan Becx (Solynta BV)   gertjan.becx@solynta.com 

Solynta website:     http://solynta.com/ 

ENTAG website:     http://entag.org/ 

AgriProFocus website:    https://agriprofocus.com/ethiopia 
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